
It is 1682, Paris, and the Affair of  the Poisons, in the court of  King 
Louis XIV, is coming to a close. The ringleader is dead, but the rev-
elations of  the conspiracy still ripple through the court. The inves-
tigators play four middle-class merchants, drawn into the last death 
throes of  a ring of  poisoners and assassins…

La Voisin
by Noah Lloyd and Matt Ryan

The Affair of  the Poisons

So named because it uncovered a ring of  professional poisoners led by one 
Catherine Monvoisin (“La Voisin”), the Affair of  the Poisons implicated 
over 400 suspects, including members of  the aristocracy, in the murders of  
between 1,000 and 2,500 people. Catherine Monvoisin, self-advertised sor-
cerer of  black magic, was executed in 1680, but her spirit remains trapped 
in a simple drinking glass, which remains coated with an invisible, deadly 
poison, no matter how often it is washed. Once the investigators uncover 
the nature of  the glass, anyone acquainted with the occult (or Occult rolls) 
can suggest that the glass would best be destroyed at the site of  Monvoi-
sin’s execution: the Place de Grève.

The Edict of  1682

A result of  the Affair of  the Poisons, King Louis XIV issues this edict to 
ameliorate the usually capital punishment for witchcraft. After the debacle 
of  the Affair, King Louis fears that more members of  his court will fall to 
specious allegations. While the edict never mentions witchcraft specifically, 
it does mention “diviners, magicians, and enchanters,” and refers to their 
“pretended magic” “deceiv[ing] numerous ignorant or gullible individuals.” 

Starting the Scenario—Café Algérien

Middle-class merchants, the four investigators meet regularly in a coffee 
shop, Café Algérien, one of  Paris’s first coffeehouses, which affects 
Algerian décor. After allowing the investigators to introduce 
themselves (though they play old friends in the scenario) Samir 
Zidane, the Algerian proprietor of  the café, rushes into the 
main room, shouting for help. When the investigators answer, 
he leads them into a back room where his wife, Farah, has 
fallen into convulsions on the floor. Medicine rolls can sta-
bilize her seizures, but she falls into a coma, eyes open but 
unfocused. Spot Hidden notices a small glass, used for 
serving coffee, dropped by her hip, with an oily residue of  
black coffee coating the interior. If  asked, Samir can tell the 
investigators that he purchased this glass in a lot with sever-
al others from a wandering tinker. Samir asks the investi-
gators to go to the priests at the Church of  Saint-Pierre de 
Montmartre, one of  whom, he has heard, is an expert in 
such cases. If  anyone else drinks from the glass, they should 
make Hard CON rolls or suffer 1D6 damage.

The Streets of  Paris

A Hard History (Paris) indicates knowledge of  the tinker, 
Remi, a decrepit, leering old Frenchman who sells obviously 
stolen goods. Finding him is a different matter, and 
takes the investigators into Paris’s warren of  narrow, 
dangerous streets. Passing rakes—young nobles 
looking to duel—challenge the investigators, or 
perhaps a gang of  muggers robs them of  their 
purses. Finding Remi eventually succeeds. Where 
did he get the glass? “Why, some young’un bring 
it tah me, taken right from ol’ Luxembourg kitch-
ens, ee say.”

Farah’s Condition

Farah’s condition will gradually worsen, 
though in strange ways. After falling into 
a coma, the next time the investigators 

see her, she sits upright in bed, unresponsive, but looking listlessly about 
the room. She begins speaking in tongues, shouting ineffective spells at 
those around her (SAN 1/1D4). The spirit of  Catherine Monvoison is 
slowly possessing Farah. The investigators have only 24 hours to destroy 
the glass—the artifact which held Monvoisin’s soul—at the Place de Grève, 
before Monvoisin fully inhabits Farah’s body and destroys Farah’s mind, 
returning the sorceress to the flesh.

Church of  Saint-Pierre de Montmartre

An ancient structure on the hill of  Montmartre, the church houses a 
community of  Benedictines. Father Bartolomeo is a graying man, hard 
of  hearing, and insistent on proper decorum. He will refuse to leave the 
church, but descriptions of  Farah’s condition lead him to think that she has 
contracted some kind of  poisoning, perhaps of  arsenic. If  the investigators 
describe the malevolent glass’s effects to him, Bartolomeo can suggest the 
Place de Grève.

Palais du Luxembourg

Home in this period to Isabelle d’Orléans, the king’s cousin, the Palais du 
Luxembourg is a lavish and ostentatious palace with grand gardens, near 
the very heart of  Paris. The investigators are not of  a station that could 
address the king’s cousin, but they may well ingratiate themselves with 
the palace staff. Security proves a joke, at least when it comes to moving 
through the labyrinthine servant’s quarters, and after following a couple of  
leads, a head chef  can remember that the glass once belonged to Madame 
de Montespan. INT rolls recall that Montespan was once the maîtres-
se-en-titre of  Louis XIV—his chief  mistress.

Madame de Montespan

Tracking down Madame de Montespan may prove more difficult, as her 
public association with the king is no longer wise (after the Affair of  the 
Poisons scandal), though she still lives in regal apartments. Once again, the 
investigators will have trouble gaining an audience, and their best chance 

at doing so may lie through convincing her staff. They can intuit, 
eventually, that Madame de Montespan was one of  La Voisin’s 

best customers, and rumors abound about her participation 
in black masses. As soon as the players encounter the name 
“Monvoisin,” or any mention of  the Affair of  the Poisons, 
INT rolls recall the basic historical situation, the recently 
published edict, and Montespan’s place in the scandal—that 
one of  her maids was indeed executed for association with 
Monvoisin, and that Montespan was rumored to have 
attempted to poison the king.

Place de Grève

A flat, sandy area along the right bank of  the river Seine, 
Place de Grève is the site of  the highest-profile executions, 
and served as the site of  Catherine Monvoisin’s burning at 
the stake. All attempts to destroy the artifact of  Monvoisin’s 
evil, the drinking glass, prove impossible—the glass is inde-
structible. At the Place de Grève, however, even an investi-
gator’s bootheel is enough to destroy it, crushing the glass 

into the sand. This immediately cures Farah. However, a 
whirlwind of  evil is released in the Place (SAN 1D4/1D10). 
Ask each investigator, in turn, what their darkest desire is. 

Monvoisin presents images of  these desires to each 
of  them in turn. Call for opposed POW rolls. 

Assume Monvoisin always rolls a Hard success. 
Any investigator who fails loses 1D20 Sanity, 
overwhelmed with their hunger for this crawl-
ing desire. As they embrace their desires, call 
for CON rolls. Failures receive 2D8 damage 
as they absorb massive doses of  arsenic. Af-
ter this final outcry, and hopefully her final 
murders, Monvoisin dispels into the night 
air with a wail of  fury…
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